
Myrthe's friend living in Rotterdam and editing a music website, and Casper, a Colombian adopted journalist. We had allot to talk together and I was really fluent, telling a million of stories
possibly now getting clear that I can only be very fluent and intellectual with younger people but not with older ones. Latter we went to their cheap apartment in a paper clip like complex
building. I kept talking with Casper about politics and religion, we ate some salmon and now we are heading home that is quite late, with Myrthina very exhausted.  

A pretty quite Saturday, waking up before Myrthe, yet not too early and managing both a proper update of my project and some work of my thesis, playing around again with my plan and at last
coming up with a resolution, dividing my research on lifelogging in six books, one of which, the first, I intend to write for my doctorate. Later we went out for a sandwich with another of
Myrthe's friend and I talked to his boyfriend, an accountant yet quite an okay guy who spent half a year in Finland. New acquaintances are really like open books and I sort of hook up quite well
with Dutch people with much at least I can tell them about my life. We then took a small walk in the fog submersed charmy center and reached a small gallery a friend of Myrthe opened at the
ground floor of her house. The exhibit was rather conventional but it was nice to meet Sergio, the father of Myrthe's friend, who escaped from the old Venetian colony of Rovigno once the
Yugoslavian Communist started persecuting the "Fascist Italians". We then got home and got stuck with watching Doctor Zhivago, a bit too theatrical and long but a good refresh of Pasternak's
masterpiece which I really enjoying reflecting the death of personal talent in the new Communist regime as much as I feel the European regime, with their Academification and regulation of
intellect is killing out, in a parallel way much talent. Now it is evening and I will get into some drawings.

A bit of a lazy awakening and then a quick walk with sweet Myrthe to her brother's place, down an Arab quite charming street. There we looked after small Pepijn who was a bit angry and piss
today but got nicer a refreshing walk in the nearby park, across the nice mist over the water. Back to Cas and Petra's home to give him some lunch to the little Pepijn and do my project update
even managing a bit of thesis planning. After talking a bit with Cas and showing him my work, Jason arrived and we borrowed their car to take him to Ikea and buy him a bit of furnitures. It was
quite fun the three of us, quite childish and looking to have a good time. We did manage to get him a bit of the essential furnitures, packed them in the car and drive to his new apartment in the
very center of town. I helped him to bring everything up and even assemble a bit of the furnitures while Myrthe was driving the car back. He has an attic like the one he had in New York, a bit
expensive though particularly finding out that he only works three days a week and in this respect I should consider myself lucky. He was nice to be left the two of us together and tell each other
stories, a bit as we use to ten years ago but particularly finding out his West American side with his rocky mountain experience and so forth... we are both very well traveled and rather
experienced I would say, now with a possibility of being finally together again (these possibilities seem to come and go). After eating out on a street some Greek barbecue with Myrthe, Jason
went home and we are now back in the room, this time working at our own things, concentrated on our own screens.

Most likely because of helping out Jason moving in his new apartment yesterday night, I have got a bit of a stiff back and woke up in the middle of the night. I soon proceeded to both update my
project and work at my revised thesis plan now that I have recovered from my supervisor clear cut. I am very satisfied with my plan now and I will think twice before showing anything to them,
really not seeing it as a friendly exchange but as a total battle for which I need to be very prepared. After going back to sleep I really felt like to stay close to Myrthe's little warm body and make
love to her again and again, sharing much affection with one another and taking much care of her, despite the fact that we both got back to work, myself now developing further my thesis idea,
going down to the core of the discussion I want to address. After a little small lunch, almost like we enjoy living both so stoically and with little, we went for a little shopping, ironically only
getting small presents for others and nothing for us aside for a new vacuum cleaner, replacing the very old  and now broken one that Myrthe's got from her brother (this after I attempted to repair
it). Life could go on forever like this but tomorrow is my last day here, she will work and I will work, also going back to help Jason (will he ever facilitate me with anything? yet I enjoy our
conversation despite our very different political view, mine being less philanthropic and more oriented about the single individuals). Back home I gave Myrthe my last euros and counted up all
her coins so that she has money to live on since her university work is not paying so much (the usual part time work for the full time professor which in reality work part time and let the part time
workers work full time). Now cooking...

My back was certainly still stiff at night and I woke up very early again (not so early though) and felt asleep right after. Myrthe left for work that I was still sleeping but finally I was able to get
up at a decent hour and update my project. Jason latter contacted me to go an help him out so I went to his new apartment a few minutes away (we never lived so very close) and I followed him
to Franco's hat shop. Franco, Jason's land owner, is an old Sicilian who came to Holland many years ago and sat up a small empire, owning several properties in town. We followed him in a
basement that he made digging underground to fetch a bit of old chairs for Jason but ther, lifting an heavy and dusty chair, I have got a sudden back pain as I used to have prior starting thai-chi.
Now I guess I sort of stopped doing it this week and the pain came back but I was able to keep under control and in fact had a good time with Jason walking allot to a distant second hand shop to
look for old furnitures for his apartment. He did not find anything there but at least we talked allot and got closer to one another after our career kind of got us apart. Back to his place, a modern
roof built of panels in the middle of the old town, we had fun setting up the bed and discussing. He too thought that the academic environment in which I ended up is sort of very conventional
and I need to get more updated with the contemporary discourse. I am still pondering around my research but really despise any further manipulation...all to be seen! Now off to my love nestle
for a lentil soup, waiting for Myrthe to come home, quite late I guess...

Another with a bit of a stiff muscle and a middle of the night awake. Nonetheless I had Myrthe small and warm body next to mine and it was quite pleasant to keep next to her and slowly fall
asleep again until she left for work and I stayed home alone to update my project. This time I also took a walk down to the river and did some proper Chinese gymnastics getting ready for the
long journey back to Sweden. Myrthe also managed to come home for lunch and we were reallty sweet between us, eating up yesterday soup. I was again a bit disturbed by the fact that she told
me about her weekend plans which included a dinner with two male friends, almost like I could not deal with the part of her social world which is still alien to me and in which I see threats. It is
like walking out of an airport and fearing to be stopped by the cops even though I am carrying no drugs. She kindly said that she would wait to go out with these guys until I meet them myself.
Despite this little detail, the week was really wonderful and also the ride to Eindhoven, where Myrthe kindly took me. I latter was squeezed in the cheap Ryanair plane, next to a musician, but
managed really well to keep working on the interface generating my life long research on life-logging. Hopefully I will be prepared enough to face the super conservative Swedish humanists and
at least develop a bit of my research. Now still the bus ride left and then the commuter to my living studio still waiting for me to develop it.

Back into the academic regime despite the department being totally empty and no one really there to engage in an intellectual conversation. Is this how the perfectly functioning humanities is
meant to be, ironically, perfectly malfunctioning at the human level? I anyhow kept strong in my discipline and after a morning update of my project I kept building my own frameworks,
consolidate them so that next time I will be totally strong, or simply stubborn, to face my supervisors who wish me to take on their dead academic frameworks (mine may also be as dead but it is
really an effort of bringing many a dead together and make a little orgy of them from which, eventually, life might arise). After my mathematical and graphical re-framing, I went to the gym and
as predicted in my only dream last night (still to recover from traveling), I met a young Italian secretary I knew from before. He was boxing like a rel Roman and I showed him a bit of tecnicque
so mabe we can box together in the upcoming future. After my thai chi, my usual run on the step machine and an intense training with repetition of eighteen going from one exercise to another, I
went back to frame my project and even got as far as printing out the papers I ought to re-read for my philosophy paper, this after more than half a year I refused to write it to the very scholastic
teacher (or "Professor", not to make him angry). Now home again, coming from the "diaspora" train filled with fucked up people hitting like me the emancipated south of town. I also managed to
spend exactly all my money on my credit card buying the last grocery for me and August this weekend! I did managed to save so far then, although next month is again quite though with
Christmas presents to be done and eventually even my old Website to be bought by my old provider so that I can sell it in my new Website Auction.  

Another day in which I was supposed to get started with my academic work but instead I have again worked on my plan, laying out all that I want to investigate and preparing all the drawing in
advance prior the painting. In this my supervisor and I differ greatly, myself being more like a Roman artist not at easy in the Venetian school of only colors and no drawings. I thus have
continued throughout the day to draw my schemes and let the "perfection" of the drawing itself to dictate me what is to come. Only such a perfection is worth dying for. I now know at least that
with my supervisor I want a more rigorous planning without all the crap about writing to find out things (I already do that of my own). As I was on my way to August (today is Friday and my
weekend with him) I stopped at the University although I feel that, like  I also get a bit irritated by people, their misery in the crowd but most of all their vanity and pride within the
social environments. Thus today I did not really say greeted anyone and do not really take part to their feast as the tonight gala where all the professors will be called on stage like boyscouts (and
most of all, brightening among everyone, the feminist girlscouts in their dark clothes, make up and bright short hairs). I might have gone too but thought of having an easy evening with August
instead at my place, after all the traveling from the south to the north and then back to the south of the Swedish capitol. Generally I feel super intrigued about the development that my project is
undertaking thanks to the opression experienced in the closed conventional environment of academia but mostly thanks to my constant desire to break loose, always taken to the limit but never
actually pursued, like an artist kept to do the painter of a filthy lazy owner who always is half asleep during the posing section, an artist who keeps fulfilling his gracious design nonetheless, till
he is kicked out I guess. 

A Saturday with August in the house yet indulging in bed, in my Japanese bed laying under the mural I have making on the wall, the logo of my Website and my religion one could say. I
indulged because I had a million ideas, my brain having worked over night and processed ell those projects I am now developing at once, thrirtysix children to look after and nourish with my
love. The good intuition I guess this morning was to bring forward all the output projects I have in a hidden folder of my Website, thus having all my work visible in only two folders, a bit like
my brain spheres, the assimilator and the processor. Despite all that I had in mind (this is really making a new phase in my life in which I not only collect but really work hard on the elaboration
of it), the sky was rather open and I did not hesitate to chat a bit with Myrthe while painting my mural and then take August out in the little public park to play and to stretch my back, still a bit
stiff. We had fun and caught some light at last, the little light these nordic winter weathers can give. Once home, August did his hours long bath, almost like a ritual now, so it seams as our
weekends together are quite regular between taking small walks and lighting a fire, watching documentaries (we watched the great movie "Lord of the Flies" yesterday), but also making bread,
which August did a bit with my supervision while I was taking a bath to get a bit more tranquil, having so much to do. Now August is again in one of his rituals, the construction of his Virtual
world while I will do some carpentry in the little closet where my Webshop stock will be.

I woke up that I was not super happy... maybe having spent to much time indoor, with the winter approaching, no wonder these Nordic people can get nut, particularly in cities. I then decided to
hurry a bit with the morning procedures, wake up from my comfortable bed and get going out to the nature, enjoying the beautiful weather. It took sometime any way with breakfast and all. Also,
when August was cooking his own "bubble tea" as we used to have in China, I got again one of these sudden back pains, this time on my left. I was able to settle back immediately and despite
this I packed up my bag and got ready to hit the road with August. A some sort of an intuition, while reading Ulysses for him, also very much driven by his intuitions and premonitions, I took
him to a lake with a nice cliff where this winter, all alone, I had such a fantastic time. This time however I did not wanted August to get tired and we went from below but then, almost by magic, I
saw a possibility to go up the cliff from a valley with big fallen rocks. We climbed up, filming and being a bit hesitant because of the slippery rocks but in the end, running up and down to fetch
the tripod, in the end we did it! Above it was very spectacular, just like one of August or my Virtual worlds, but it was also quite windy and hard to get a fire going. We did a little one then, just
like a little sacrifice. I felt immediately better even though it was not enough to warm our sandwich. Latter, in much high spirit and rather cold we walked back to the metro and into town. I just
have a feeling now, here in this very awful crowd, I have a feeling how monstrous all this is, the modern artificial city, and how noble the natural domains can be, this if autonomous from the
regulation of the city (else it is just a disaster). I feel I am, with my project, one of these colonizers who first attempted something noble, a nobility which I pursue but it is however no longer
pursued since institutions, like urban planners have stepped in. If it was not I might have not started anything of the kind but my hope, my spiritual hope is still high and nourished. Now in the
film library waiting for Liselott, me writing and August reading a long comic... I wonder if all this seating and waiting to commute from one parent to another turn him any bored but he seems
happy nonetheless. I also felt today what a big and quite bad influence my biological father has in me, hating all the world but eventually making me quite soon realizing what I want in my life...
perhaps a long process, nothing to be desired for the present, just a future aspiration which will anyway keep me in a constant precarious state, yet a poetic one... and how little poetry there is
despite the great poetic potential of our lives as little noblemen.

A day walking up rather okay despite the back which is however far from being painful as the one I used to have after moving out from Liselott's first apartment. I was actually with a load of
things to do, having received my salary with a few things to be done like transferring to a less rigorous web provider but also allot of updates for my project, with many of the month productions
ending today. I also managed to recover my old Website, the one I had with the daily sequences of photographs linking to photos of the same kind and vice versa. I did manage however to
survive such an overflow of things and even went out despite the cold weather, to stretch my back with some Chinese gymnastic and get some sun (even though it feels so far). After some food,
cooking new rice and mixing with the old cabbage I cooked for August in the weekend, I went to the university, to my little office, very tranquil now that Roman is not around, very intimate as I
like it. There, instead of resuming for once what my supervisor and my philosophy professor expect from me, I kept working hard on my Website, now, after having sorted out the interface
design, now filling in the frames (I really wonder how many words I type down every day... three or four thousand maybe?). Anyhow, poor Myrthe got a fever today, strangely as she never gets
sick, a bit like me and this weekend, for my sake, took it quite easily. I thus did not went home to call her but instead went to the gym and now I am on the commuter, on my way home, ready to
walk to the supermarket for some grocery, in the cold dark and via a parking lot for trucks where possibly some perverted truck drivers are sleeping.  I wonder sometime how the rich lady down
south, the lady who a month ago tried to analyze me, I wonder how she would reevaluate me considering what I am really experiencing and what I have experienced (despite the fact that my
project gives me an intense joy).

A good day in general, a sunny and cold day as I like if it wasn't that  all of a sudden came out with an awful and wounding e-mail. It was caused by a little joke that I played over the
phone to asking little  the name of her great grandmother and I said the name of our biological father's mother, which eventually caused a gigantic distressed on  who
mush have been informed by the malicious tongue of  blegh. I have tried to be nice back to her but I am really disgusted by these dogs captivated in their secure social status.
Meantime I was video conferencing with Myrtina, who was sick and in bed, falling asleep after a while. I did not take it so bad, I will just let some days go by and see... the fact is that we were in
the middle of making arrangements to visit them but I was again reminded of the fact that I do not have a home and that my existence is and will be precarious, meaning also poetic however. I
latter went out again in my little park to do Chinese gymnastics, ate rice and went to the university. So far I have been working allot on writing about the thirty six parts of my project for my
Website. I guess this sort of writing is to be considered the real science, the breaking up and presenting the parts and explaining their function as the description of a mechanism. How awful and
uneducated are these monotheist views, this telling of a one version of a story making sure that it is not altered... yet it is very rooted in most civilized humanities, particularly with those that
cannot let go to their social dominations, like  and the professors surrounding me, the first seeing black and white and the latter seeing white and black not knowing or ignoring the
"blaspheme" facts that these colors can be made up of all colors and our existence does not have to be necessarily a gray one. At the university Roman, my Ukrainian office mate was back after
having received a price for a drama he wrote... all with their passions and through their passions, by not giving up, all with a certain energy, a powerful drive which has to be however hidden in
these social and formal environments.

Waiting for the commuter, delays, maybe someone committing suicide with the winter darkness approaching. I am not that someone! I feel quite exuberant with all my work really much working
now that I have clarified my production, having really exciting things ahead of me. Hopefully it will continue. Today I woke up in an exuberant state too and rather than set up to do my usual
morning update, I have been writing down a new proposal for my thesis work, trying to squeeze in at least one whole book of the six I intend to write for my Juridic research. I am fulfilling thus
my new Website scheme and keep rather rigid with it, not taking any decisions or buying any suggestions from my supervisors. I had a supervision with a student over the Internet today and then
one at the university. Then I met the supervisor and told him about the way I thought of proceeding. As I wrote a bit of my point of view to explicitly, I kept the print out to myself and just
explained it to him. He still did not like the idea of switching from one perspective to another and still sort of wanted me to stick to one theorist/theory but I sense that at least this time, he fear me
and whatever wrong he might say to upset me. He perhaps needs me in order to advance in his academic career and become a full professor (meaning that it all come down to a higher salary for
me while my only drive is my project and the intimate world of affection around me). Well, I did send him a kind version of what I wrote and later went for lunch meeting again the Belgian
young scholar Hans. I have really an easy time talking to these kind of people and also share passions together with him. He for instance showed me some architectural models he utilize to
explain his theories... why in the heck Swedish Academia has to be so terribly backward? Comfortable positions makes people conventional and I am really aware of it. After further ordering my
digital Archive, now that I have thirty six part laid out, I started ordering the last eighteen parts, with at least some coherence between trilogies but avoiding a too narrow overall coherence. After
a section at the gym with some old rock music in the background I am now on my way home inspired to accomplish and accomplish... I really like my freedom! 

A bit of a stressful day, waking up with again more insights about what to do with my thesis, or what to try to negotiate with my unresponsive supervisor as I know exactly what I want to do or at
least generate. Today I also went over the old folders I had in an external hard disk, one in particular had allot of the many exhibitions attempts I did a few years after the beginning of the project.
I was incredibly active that and much has been now saved within the now new structure I was also be device, after so many years. This is really the most I can give, I feel. I came to the point that
the structure is completed, it is time now to stop and keep working on the filling. Well I did start from the base and it is a very solid one which allows a little bit of exuberance and decoration at
the higher levels which however are really necessary to protect me from the rain (I am still roofless in a way). Thus again, I started the day working on the roof rather than at the base, as I usually
always do. I then went to the university and also there managed quite some things such as inviting Matteo Pasquinelli (at last an Italian with relevant stuff to say) here for a lecture (among
academic dinosaurs... fossilized ones!) and also arrange a good, used and affordable laptop for little August, this as a Christmas present. aside from that, as Jacek and Brett, who are sort of in a




